DATA SHEET
CYBER SAFETY AND PHISHING AS A SERVICE
Building a more resilient workforce against cyber crime
In the last 12 months, less than 10 per cent of
cyber-attacks globally made use of a system
weakness. The vast majority exploited “the
human factor” - the instincts of curiosity
and trust that lead well-intentioned people
to click, download, install, open, and send
money, or data.
Don’t let your users, or your organisation,
become susceptible. Our Cyber Safety and
Phishing as a Service provides immersive

personalised, bite-sized security awareness
training, that engages with your workforce
to test ongoing knowledge and compliance.
Our goal is to help you build a culture in
which employees understand how to spot
cyber dangers and recognise the value
of staying alert. If we’re able to make an
employee think twice before they open,
download or click, we’re doing our job.

THE NASSTAR WAY
We value your security. Whether you’re a current customer or new to us, our Phishing Risk
Assessment is available to you as a standalone service or as part of our broader Cyber
Security as a Service offering.
To deliver bespoke training that suits your specific work environment and business needs,
our approach is to test, train, report and test again. It’s a continuous process that, over
time, will ensure that your employees improve their cybersecurity understanding and play
their part in reducing your exposure to cyber risks.

FEEL SECURE WITH NASSTAR
Understanding cyber threats is part of our DNA
Cyber Essentials
Plus solutions

ISO 27001,
20000, 14001
and 9001 certified

Finalist:
‘Best Incident
Response Solution’

Finalist:
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‘Best Managed
Security Service’
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KEY FEATURES
Building a human line of defence against breaches

\\ Expert Training
We establish your staff’s existing
knowledge, confidence and risk
perception levels and provide
personalised training, security advice and
updates based on each user’s knowledge
and confidence. Our people-focused
security awareness training and phishing
platform provides access to:
• An extensive library of cyber awareness
training courses, advice and news
• Phishing campaigns at an agreed
frequency
\\ Assessment
By keeping the information relevant to
your business, we expect your employees
to perform better in the end of module
tests. We test your staff on their cyber
awareness through simulated phishing
scenarios to establish user behaviour
and the likelihood of being fooled by a
malicious threat actor.

\\ Reporting
Results are tracked and summarised in
simple to understand reports. This enables
you to see what works and what doesn’t,
adapt and continue the education to see
improvements within your team, at an
ongoing frequency suited to your needs.
\\ Remote Training Workshop (optional)
An optional add on to this service is
a 30-minute video workshop with our
Security Experts. They will discuss the
assessment results in detail, explaining
where users were caught out, so they are
better equipped to defend themselves in
the future. This can also be recorded for
ongoing training purposes.

With Nasstar’s Cyber Safety and Phishing as a Service, you’ll benefit from an affordable
and highly effective defence against the most common cyber security vulnerability –
your people.

REQUEST A FREE SECURITY CONSULTATION
Whatever your size, setup and security training needs, our team can take care of it.
With more than 90% of breaches beginning with an email-based threat, it’s more
important than ever to ensure your employees are cyber aware and can spot malicious
behaviour before they cost you your business and reputation.

If you would like to book a complimentary consultation
or find out more about our solutions, please contact
enquiries@nasstar.com or call 0844 443 433

nasstar.com
+44 844 443 433
enquiries@nasstar.com

